This paper introduces the notion of hereditary homotopy equivalence which provides a homotopy-theoretic reformulation of the existence of a CohenLyndon basis for a group presentation.
1. Introduction. Let (X: R) be a group presentation satisfying this Relator Condition: No relator r G R is a proper power, nor a conjugate of another relator r' G R or its inverse. Let F( X) denote the free group on the set X of generators and let N(R) be the normal closure in F(X) of the set R of relators. We consider the following combinatorial-group-theoretic conditions for the presentation (X : R ):
(1) N(R) has a free (Cohen- Lyndon) basis <3J = Ur6R{uru'[: u G U{r)}, where for each r G R, U(r) is a full left transversal for N(R) in F(X).
(2) Every identity sequence for ( X : R ) reduces to the empty sequence by Peiffer exchanges and Peiffer deletions.
(3) Every identity for ( X : R ) is a Peiffer identity.
In [1] , where the Relator Condition is not imposed, Chiswell, Collins, and Huebschmann refer to a group presentation satisfying a version of (1) as CohenLyndon aspherical (CLA), to one satisfying (2) as diagrammatically aspherical (DA), and to one satisfying (3) as aspherical (A). They observe the implications CLA ■» DA -» A (the latter in the presence of the Relator Condition).
Statements (l)-(3) have the following homotopy-theoretic reformulation in terms of the cellular model A = K(X: R) (see §2) of the group presentation (X: R) and its universal covering complex K:
(1*) À has the hereditary homotopy type of a sum of discs with the minimal cell structure.
(2*) Every spherical map into A admits a geometrically split null homotopy. (3*) A is aspherical.
The equivalence (3) = (3*) is classical and follows from Reidemeister's description [4] of ir2(K) as the group of identities modulo the group of Peiffer identities (see [5] for a current proof). The equivalence (2) = (2*) is established in [5] , where it is employed to show that the reverse of the implication DA => A is not valid (a fact also established by an example in [1] ). Finally, the equivalence (1) = (1*) and the notion of a hereditary homotopy equivalence are new and form the subject matter for this paper. The homotopy-theoretic viewpoint of (1*) and ( (4) followed by one of type (5) .
By this proposition, and the fact that the basic hereditary homotopy equivalences (4) and (5) have homotopy inverses which are also hereditary, it follows that the // relation = is symmetric, and hence is an equivalence relation, as noted at the start of this section.
3. Cohen-Lyndon basis and special contractions. Let p: À -A be the covering projection for the universal covering space K of the cellular model K = A"( X : R ) of a group presentation ( X: R). The covering space A inherits from A = c° U c\ U c2 (x E X, r E R) a cell structure K = c° U c¡gx) U c2gr) (x E X. r E R, g E G -F(X)/N(R)).
There are characteristic maps 6fg x): B] -K] and <p(g r): B2 -> K such that 9lgx) is a path from c° to c°gx for which p8(g x) = 0X, and the attaching map fyg.r) = fig.r) | 5' is a loop at c° for which py{g.r) = flV Theorem. The following are equivalent for a group presentation ( X : R ) satisfying the Relator Condition:
( 1 ) N(R) has a ( Cohen-Lyndon ) basis ® = U r e R{ uru ~l : u E U(r)}, where for each r E R, U(r) is a full left transversal for N(R) in F( X).
(1*) K has the hereditary homotopy type of a sum VB2 of discs with the minimal CW decomposition.
Proof. (1) =>(1*). For each pair (g, r) E G X R, we may express g G G as a coset uN(R) for a unique transversal element u = w(g r) E U(r) C F(X). Then we may represent u E F(X) sw^A1) by a loop au in A1 at c°, and lift this loop through the covering projection p to a path áu in K] from c° to cg. Then the attaching loop %gr) at c" is freely homotopic in A ' to the loop \p(g r) -äu ■ <pigr) • ä'J at cf. So by (5) In view of the equivalence (3) = (3*), an aspherical presentation (A': R) is one for which the covering complex K for the cellular model A = K(X: R) is contractible. By the equivalence (1) = (1*), a CLA presentation (A": A) is one for which K contracts in a very special manner. The examples in [1] or [5] of aspherical presentations which are not DA, hence not CLA, show that the type of contractibility described by (1*) is restrictive. This is even more transparent in the case of an aspherical presentation for the trivial group. We have this specialization of the preceding theorem.
Corollary.
The following are equivalent for a group presentation ( X : R ) with a contractible model A = A( X : R ):
(1) F(A*) has a free basis uJà = {urru~x: r E R) for some elements ur E F(X), r E R.
(1*) A has the hereditary homotopy type of a sum V B2 of discs with the minimal C W decomposition.
For example, the model A of the group presentation (x, y: x, yxy'xxyx~x), which is known to be not DA [5, p. 134] , hence not CLA, cannot have the hereditary homotopy type of a sum B2 V B1 of discs. This is established directly by the Corollary, since there do not exist elements u, v E F(x, y) such that uxu'1 and v(yxy'lxyx'l)v'] is a free basis for F(x, y).
